I. INTRODUCTION

28
R
EAL-WORLD optimization problems, such as paral-29 lel machine scheduling [1] , hybrid electric vehicle 30 optimization [2] , and workflow scheduling in clouds [3] , 31 often need to simultaneously optimize multiple conflicting 32 objectives, known as the multiobjective optimization problems 33 (MOPs) [4] , [5] where x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) represents the decision vector, and 37 ⊆ R n stands for the set of all the feasible decision vec-38 tors. The symbols n and m denote the number of decision 39 variables and optimization objectives, respectively. The func-40 tion f i (x) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} is used to map to R, i.e., 41 f i : → R. Specifically, an MOP with four or more objec-42 tives (i.e., m ≥ 4) often refers to a many-objective optimization 43 problem (MaOP) [6] . 44 Due to the conflicts among the objectives of MOPs, improv- 45 ing one objective typically leads to the deterioration of the 46 others [7] - [9] . Thus, there exists no single solution that can 47 minimize all the objectives [10] , [11] , but a set of compromise 48 solutions making tradeoffs among different objectives can be 49 obtained. Regarding two solutions x 1 , x 2 ∈ of an MOP, x 1 50 is considered to dominate x 2 (expressed as x 1 ≺ x 2 ) if x 1 51 is better than or equal to x 2 in all the objectives and x 1 is 52 strictly superior to x 2 in at least one objective. One solution 53 x * ∈ is Pareto optimal if and only if there is no solution 54 dominating it. In general, all the Pareto-optimal solutions com- 55 prise the Pareto optimal set, where the Pareto set (PS) and the 56 Pareto-front (PF) are the images in the decision space and the 57 objective space, respectively.
58
To obtain the Pareto optimal solutions for MOPs, a variety 59 of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been 60 proposed over the past three decades [12] , [13] . These existing 61 algorithms are broadly divided into three categories: 1) Pareto 62 dominance-based; 2) indicator-based; and 3) decomposition-63 based [12] . Pareto dominance-based MOEAs are often first 64 sort the candidate solutions into many nondominated fronts, 65 and then employ a secondary criterion to sort the solutions in 66 the last accepted front. The classical works of this category 67 are NSGA-II [14] , MOPSO [15] , etc. Regarding indicator-and diversity. This selection scheme evenly divides each 126 objective dimension into a number of intervals and 127 retains one candidate solution having the best conver-128 gence from each interval. 
135
This paper is organized as follows. The recent works on 136 MOEAs and MaOEAs are summarized in Section II. Then, 137 the proposed TSEA is described in Section III, followed by 138 extensive studies to verify and quantify the superiority of the 139 TSEA. At last, Section V concludes this paper and provides a 140 challenging direction.
141
II. RELATED WORK
142
Over the past three decades, intensive attention has been 143 given to the area of multiobjective evolutionary optimization, 144 and a number of MOEAs have been developed and improved. 145 Most existing MOEAs have focused on environmental selec-146 tion strategies for balancing convergence and diversity. On 147 the basis of the environmental selection strategies, the exist-148 ing MOEAs are roughly grouped into the following three 149 classes [12] , [28] : 1) Pareto dominance-based; 2) indicator-150 based; and 3) decomposition-based.
151
For the Pareto dominance-based MOEAs, they first sort 152 solutions into a series of nondominated levels are based on 153 their dominance relationships, and then employ a secondary 154 criterion to sort solutions in the last accepted level. The rep-155 resentative MOEAs of this category are the NSGA-II [14] , 156 PESA-II [29] , MOPSO [15] , and SPEA2 [30] . Besides, the 157 Pareto dominance-based MOEAs have been widely used to 158 solve various practical problems. For instance, Chen and 159 Chou [31] modeled the crew roster recovery problems as 160 multiobjective constrained combinational optimization prob-161 lems and proposed a new version of the NSGA-II to search 162 the Pareto solutions. To optimize the crude oil operations, 163 Hou et al. [32] improved the NSGA-II using a new chro-164 mosome to model the feasible space. These algorithms show 165 promising performance in solving problems having two or 166 three objectives. Nevertheless, when increasing the number 167 of objectives in MaOPs, the candidate solutions in a pop-168 ulation often become incomparable with respect to their 169 dominance relationships, which severely deteriorates their 170 performances [25] , [33] . To address the drawback of the 171 Pareto dominance in distinguishing candidate solutions with 172 many objectives, some new versions of Pareto dominance 173 relation are designed, such as corner-sort-dominance [34] , 174 θ -dominance [33] , grid-based dominance [35] , fuzzy Pareto 175 dominance [36] , and alike. In addition, Chen et al. [37] 176 proposed a hyperplane-assisted strategy to distinguish the 177 nondominated solutions for many-objective optimization.
178
The indicator-based MOEAs often compare solutions using 179 low-dimensional indicators (e.g., a single indicator [17] or 180 two indicators [18] ) instead of using their objective vectors 181 subspaces using a set of reference vectors, and then evolve 240 the subpopulation belonging to each subspace coopera-241 tively. The classical algorithms in this branch are the 242 MOEA/D-M2M [20] , MOEA/D-AM2M [50] , and RVEA [10] . 243 Chen et al. [51] proposed an indicator to measure the con-244 tribution of each subspace, and then designed an adaptive 245 strategy to allocate computational resources for each sub-246 space. To deal with the complicated PF shapes, Liu et al. [50] 247 designed a new strategy to dynamically adjust the subregions 248 of each subproblem on the basis of the obtained solutions. 249 Kang et al. [52] improved the MOEA/D-M2M by designing a 250 strategy to dynamically distribute computational resources to 251 each subproblem according to their frequency of updating the 252 external archive.
253
In summary, the aforementioned MOEAs strive to improve 254 the population convergence and diversity simultaneously dur-255 ing the whole evolutionary process. However, emphasizing 256 diversity during the early search stage will naturally weaken 257 population convergence toward the PF, which is particularly 258 serious when the PF has a complex shape. To address this 259 issue, there also exist several works dedicated to solve MaOPs 260 by multistage strategies. For instance, Cai et al. [53] improved 261 the MOEA/D using a new strategy that first optimizes the 262 boundary subproblems to obtain the corner solutions, then con-263 ducts the explorative search to extend the PF approximation. 264 Hu et al. [54] designed a two-stage strategy to first obtain 265 several extreme Pareto-optimal solutions, and then extend 266 these obtained solutions to approximate the PF. In addition, 267 Sun et al. [55] developed a two-stage strategy that strengthens 268 the convergence at the first stage using an aggregation method, 269 and then improves diversity using the decomposition-based 270 approach. Similar to the above works, the proposed TSEA in 271 this paper also partitions the whole evolutionary process into 272 two stages. Different from these existing works, the first stage 273 is proposed to push multiple subpopulations to different areas 274 of the PF, and then at the second stage, a new environmen-275 tal selection strategy is designed to balance convergence and 276 diversity close to the PF.
277
So far, the angle-based methods have been widely used to 278 measure the diversity of the candidate solutions. For example, 279 the acute angles between solutions and reference vectors were 280 used to associate solutions to different subspaces to maintain 281 the population diversity [10] , [20] , [50] . Besides, the angles 282 among solutions in objective space were utilized to measure 283 the diversity of solutions [25] , [56] . In the proposed TSEA, 284 the angles between the solutions are also used as the diversity 285 measurement. In addition, a new selection strategy is designed 286 for TSEA to select solutions from each objective dimension, 287 such that it can strike a good balance between convergence 288 and diversity.
289
III. TWO-STAGE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
290
The proposed algorithm TSEA is detailed in this section. 291 First, the main procedure of algorithm TSEA is given. Then, 292 we describe the proposed two-stage evolutionary strategy. In 293 the sequential, the novel environmental selection strategy is 294 elaborated.
295 Fig. 1 . Illustration of the proposed two-stage strategy. (a) At stage one, the subpopulations P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P M are pushed close to the PF with respect to a set of weight vectors and (b) at stage two, the candidate solutions are diversified near the PF.
A. Main Procedure of TSEA
296
Before describing the proposed TSEA in detail, we provide tions, denoted by P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P M in Fig. 1(a) , and then pushes 300 these subpopulations to different area of PF with respect to a 301 set of weight vectors. After that the TSEA enters stage two to 302 diversify the candidate solutions near the PF, which is shown 303 in Fig. 1(b) .
304
The framework of the algorithm TSEA is given in and 1 is randomly generated for each subpopulation (line 5).
324
The arrays bestF and conT are used to record the best fit-325 ness and convergence status of each subpopulation (line 7). 
Update A by removing dominated solutions; is denoted as bestFit(P k ), i.e., bestFit(P k ) = min p∈P k Fit(p). 338 For a subpopulation, it is deemed to be converged in case the 339 improvement of the best fitness among all the individuals is 340 lower than the predetermined threshold (line 16).
341
After all the subpopulations at the first stage have con-342 verged, all the nondominated solutions coming from the M 343 subpopulations are selected to form a new population R (lines 344 18 and 19). Then, the algorithm enters the second stage 345 (lines 22-24). During each iteration at this stage, a new pop-346 ulation R is generated by applying SBX and PM operators on 347 diversity-related variables I d (line 23). Afterward, an environ-348 mental selection strategy is triggered to improve the population 349 diversity (line 24), which is detailed in Algorithm 2.
350
B. Environmental Selection Approach
351
As shown in Algorithm 2, the proposed environmental selec-352 tion strategy employs a three-step policy: 1) the first step is 353 to remove dominated solutions from the combined population 354 (line 1); 2) the second step evenly selects candidate solutions 355 from each objective dimension (lines 2-16); and 3) the third 356 step retains candidate solutions according to the cosine values 357 The set A, which is used to record the selected candidate 360 solutions, is initialized as empty (line 2). Then, the set S is also Afterward, all the selected candidate solutions are removed 373 from Q (line 17), and the environmental selection strategy 374 enters the third step, which will be iterated until the number 375 of the selected candidate solutions |P| reaching the popula-376 tion size N or the set Q becomes empty (line 18). During 377 each iteration, the environmental selection strategy associates 378 each remaining candidate solution with the maximal cosine 379 value between it and all the selected candidate solutions 380 (lines 21-25), and then selects the candidate solution hav-381 ing the minimal associated cosine value (lines 26 and 27). 382 Next, the selected candidate solution will be added to the set 383 A (line 28) and discarded from the set Q (line 29). Once the 384 number of the selected candidate solutions reaches the pop-385 ulation size or the set Q becomes empty, the third step will 386 stop iterating and the selected population A will be returned 387 (line 30). MaOEA-R&D first searches for several solutions along m 408 directions and construct the objective space boundary, and 409 then adopts a diversity improvement strategy to improve the 410 population diversity within the objective space boundary.
388
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
411
VaEA first employs the nondominated sorting approach to 412 divide the candidate solutions into a number of fronts. For 413 the solutions in the last accepted front, the solution having 414 the largest acute angle to the selected solutions is iteratively 415 selected until the number of selected solutions reaches the 416 population size.
417
SPEA/R proposes a reference-based density assessment 418 method and a fitness calculation method, then employs the 419 diversity-first-and-convergence-second strategy to balance the 420 convergence and diversity. respectively. This is due to the fact that the stage one of 502 TSEA only focuses on the population convergence and thus 503 accelerates the convergence speed by avoiding the negative 504 influence of the complicated PF shapes. By contrast, for the 505 five algorithms in comparison, they employ the framework of 506 traditional MOEAs to form tradeoffs between the population 507 convergence and diversity simultaneously during the whole 508 search process, which fails to work properly on problems 509 with complicated PF shapes.
510
The WFG1-WFG9 benchmark functions are widely used to 511 assess the effectiveness of MOEAs in solving many-objective 512 problems. To further test the effectiveness of the algorithm 513 TSEA, these 9 test functions with 7, 10, and 15 objectives 514 are also used in the experimental comparisons. As shown in 515 Table I , algorithm TSEA still significantly performs better than 516 the five comparative algorithms on more than half of the test 517 instances. Compared with SPEA/R, the proposed TSEA gen-518 erates significantly higher HV values on 16 out of the 27 519 test instances. Regarding the NSGA-III, RVEA, MaOEA-R&D, 520 and VaEA, the proposed TSEA performs better on even more 521 instances.
522
For IGD indicator, the results of the six algorithms are sum-523 marized in Table II decomposes the objective space into a series of subspaces, 543 and each subspace will retain at most one candidate solution. 544 However, on the problems with complicated PF shapes, some 545 subspaces may contain more than one representative candidate 546 solutions, while some subspaces are completely empty. Except 547 the sixth and seventh objectives, the convergence and diversity 548 This comparison results 568 demonstrate the superiority of TSEA in solving MaOPs with 569 disconnected PFs. In addition, the benchmark function WFG3 570 has also degenerate PF. For the test instance, i.e., 10-objective 571 WFG3, it can be clearly observed that the proposed TSEA also 572 outperforms the other five compared algorithms in terms of 573 both convergence and diversity, which are illustrated in Fig. 4 . 574 
C. Sensitivity Analysis for Parameters M, N , and
575
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where x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) represents the decision vector, and 37 ⊆ R n stands for the set of all the feasible decision vec-38 tors. The symbols n and m denote the number of decision 39 variables and optimization objectives, respectively. The func-40 tion f i (x) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} is used to map to R, i.e., 41 f i : → R. Specifically, an MOP with four or more objec-42 tives (i.e., m ≥ 4) often refers to a many-objective optimization 43 problem (MaOP) [6] . 44 Due to the conflicts among the objectives of MOPs, improv-45 ing one objective typically leads to the deterioration of the 46 others [7] - [9] . Thus, there exists no single solution that can 47 minimize all the objectives [10] , [11] , but a set of compromise 48 solutions making tradeoffs among different objectives can be 49 obtained. Regarding two solutions x 1 , x 2 ∈ of an MOP, x 1 50 is considered to dominate x 2 (expressed as x 1 ≺ x 2 ) if x 1 51 is better than or equal to x 2 in all the objectives and x 1 is 52 strictly superior to x 2 in at least one objective. One solution 53 x * ∈ is Pareto optimal if and only if there is no solution 54 dominating it. In general, all the Pareto-optimal solutions com-55 prise the Pareto optimal set, where the Pareto set (PS) and the 56 Pareto-front (PF) are the images in the decision space and the 57 objective space, respectively.
58
To obtain the Pareto optimal solutions for MOPs, a variety 59 of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been 60 proposed over the past three decades [12] , [13] . These existing 61 algorithms are broadly divided into three categories: 1) Pareto 62 dominance-based; 2) indicator-based; and 3) decomposition-63 based [12] . Pareto dominance-based MOEAs are often first 64 sort the candidate solutions into many nondominated fronts, 65 and then employ a secondary criterion to sort the solutions in 66 the last accepted front. The classical works of this category 67 are NSGA-II [14] , MOPSO [15] aiming to simultaneously strike a balance between conver-100 gence and diversity during the whole evolutionary process.
101
However, as pointed in [10] , despite that the convergence problems, which are solved in a collaborative way [13] . [50] , and RVEA [10] . 243 Chen et al. [51] proposed an indicator to measure the con-244 tribution of each subspace, and then designed an adaptive 245 strategy to allocate computational resources for each sub-246 space. To deal with the complicated PF shapes, Liu et al. [50] 247 designed a new strategy to dynamically adjust the subregions 248 of each subproblem on the basis of the obtained solutions. 249 Kang et al. [52] improved the MOEA/D-M2M by designing a 250 strategy to dynamically distribute computational resources to 251 each subproblem according to their frequency of updating the 252 external archive.
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III. TWO-STAGE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
290
The proposed algorithm TSEA is detailed in this section. 291 First, the main procedure of algorithm TSEA is given. Then, 292 we describe the proposed two-stage evolutionary strategy. In 293 the sequential, the novel environmental selection strategy is 294 elaborated. tions, denoted by P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P M in Fig. 1(a) , and then pushes 300 these subpopulations to different area of PF with respect to a 301 set of weight vectors. After that the TSEA enters stage two to 302 diversify the candidate solutions near the PF, which is shown 303 in Fig. 1(b) .
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341
After all the subpopulations at the first stage have con-342 verged, all the nondominated solutions coming from the M 343 subpopulations are selected to form a new population R (lines 344 18 and 19). Then, the algorithm enters the second stage 345 (lines 22-24). During each iteration at this stage, a new pop-346 ulation R is generated by applying SBX and PM operators on 347 diversity-related variables I d (line 23). Afterward, an environ-348 mental selection strategy is triggered to improve the population 349 diversity (line 24), which is detailed in Algorithm 2. The set A, which is used to record the selected candidate 360 solutions, is initialized as empty (line 2). Then, the set S is also Afterward, all the selected candidate solutions are removed 373 from Q (line 17), and the environmental selection strategy 374 enters the third step, which will be iterated until the number 375 of the selected candidate solutions |P| reaching the popula-376 tion size N or the set Q becomes empty (line 18). During 377 each iteration, the environmental selection strategy associates 378 each remaining candidate solution with the maximal cosine 379 value between it and all the selected candidate solutions 380 (lines 21-25), and then selects the candidate solution hav-381 ing the minimal associated cosine value (lines 26 and 27). 382 Next, the selected candidate solution will be added to the set 383 A (line 28) and discarded from the set Q (line 29). Once the 384 number of the selected candidate solutions reaches the pop-385 ulation size or the set Q becomes empty, the third step will 386 stop iterating and the selected population A will be returned 387 (line 30). 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
395
NSGA-III is the tailored version of the NSGA-II [14] . In 396 NSGA-III, a new reference vector-based scheme is developed 397 to strengthen the convergence when selecting candidate solu-398 tions in the last accepted front.
399
RVEA employs a set of reference vectors to divide the 400 objective space of an MOP into a number of subspaces and 401 associates each candidate solution with a reference vector hav-402 ing the minimal angle. Also, a new indicator, namely, angle 403 penalized distance, is proposed to sort all the solutions in a 404 subspace. Besides, the RVEA includes a strategy to adaptively 405 adjust reference vectors according to the distribution of the 406 candidate solutions.
407
MaOEA-R&D first searches for several solutions along m 408 directions and construct the objective space boundary, and 409 then adopts a diversity improvement strategy to improve the 410 population diversity within the objective space boundary.
411
417
510
522
For IGD indicator, the results of the six algorithms are sum-523 marized in Table II As shown in Fig. 2 , the distribution of the output solu-537 tion sets of the six algorithms is quite different. Fig. 2(a) 
538
shows that NSGA-III has good convergence and diversity in 539 the first, second, third, and fifth objectives. For RVEA, the size 540 of the solution set is much smaller than the predefined pop-541 ulation size, referring to Fig. 2(b) . The reason is that RVEA 542 decomposes the objective space into a series of subspaces, 543 and each subspace will retain at most one candidate solution. 544 However, on the problems with complicated PF shapes, some 545 subspaces may contain more than one representative candidate 546 solutions, while some subspaces are completely empty. Except 547 the sixth and seventh objectives, the convergence and diversity 548 
549
The complicated PF shape of MaF1 also weakens the conver-550 gence and diversity of MaOEA-R&D and SPEA/R, which is 551 illustrated in Fig. 2(c) and (e). Fig. 2(d) shows that VaEA has 552 better convergence and diversity than the other four compar-553 ison algorithms. By comparing Fig. 2(e) with Fig. 2(f) , we 554 can note that the distribution of the solution set obtained by 555 the proposed TSEA is much better than VaEA. This also can 556 explain why the HV and IGD values obtained by TSEA are 557 much better than that obtained by the other five algorithms 558 on the 10-objective MaF1, which are illustrated in the second 559 row of Tables I and II. This comparison results 568 demonstrate the superiority of TSEA in solving MaOPs with 569 disconnected PFs. In addition, the benchmark function WFG3 570 has also degenerate PF. For the test instance, i.e., 10-objective 571 WFG3, it can be clearly observed that the proposed TSEA also 572 outperforms the other five compared algorithms in terms of 573 both convergence and diversity, which are illustrated in Fig. 4 . 574 To test the impact of parameter M, it is varied from 3 585 to 12 with an increment of 1, while N and are fixed 586 to 20 and 1e-10, respectively. Fig. 5 
